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My work is on many levels a metaphorical representation of the violence of the current South Africa. Some people
want to move away from stigma, others adopt hysteria. The impressive and yet vulnerable bulk of the bulls
depicted in uncomfortable positions manifest the voiceless and powerless generation of food producers in their
daily struggle for survival.
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Purgatorium
Dirk van den Berg

With Pauline Gutter’s farming background the large sculptural piece, Purgatorium (2015), provides the inaugural
assertion of the exhibition’s governing purgatorial theme. This work is a blown-up version of a spiked plastic nose
ring that is nowadays used for the weaning of calves — an impersonal and unfamiliar alternative to the formerly
routine practice in small-scale farming of physically separating calf and dam in different camps. Instead of a cleansing
discipline to rid the soul of bodily encumbrances or a spiritual purification of the stains and blemishes of sin, the
distress of purgatory in Gutter’s thinking is understood in a full-bodied and earth-bound weaning context.

The exhibition lifts the veil on certain areas of her creative work. It comprises selections from two collections of her
work — first a number of large scale paintings of cattle, depictions of individual bulls, cows and calves and, secondly,
a select group of pictures of human heads, curious portrait-like images from a continuing series that she refers to
as Shadow Barriers (2014). No landscape paintings are included. Yet one senses the presence of our troubled land,
looming in the background as persistent undertone to this artist’s unique Imaginary, even during her stay in France,
beyond the borders of her home country. The land is part of the invisible presence of these works.

For her such purgatory involves the lived endurance of stress and suffering. The harsh experience of enduring,
withstanding and coping with anguish and uncertainty may on occasion serve to foster growth towards maturity
and self-reliance, advancing by degree from inculcation towards engagement, empowerment and independence.
As a weaning process, however, purgatory involves struggle as well as contingency, toil as well as exigency. This kind
of weaning does not comprise stepwise nurtured growth in any meritorious or amelioristic sense. In her frame — at
a distance seemingly echoing Heraclitan flux — the outcome of such clashes of volatile contraries and opposing
forces will always be uncertain and unpredictable. Weaning, in the context of this exhibition, claims the status of an
existential root metaphor, reflected perhaps in Gutter’s own trajectory against the odds, from a Free State farming
childhood to Paris and beyond.

Let us first consider certain strategies of contraction. I would suggest that the artist has managed to condense and
compress the land (one is reminded of the Afrikaans ‘verdig’ and ‘digkuns’ for poetry), alternatively to distil the land
(‘distil’ also in the purgatorial sense of cleansing and refining) into the massive bodies and animated surfaces of her
bull, cow and calf figures. In some of these large-scale paintings of cattle the figures do not appear as completed
whole animals, perhaps in order to evoke a sense of intense energy fields and immense bodily presences which
like expansive landscapes seem to challenge reduction and domestication by inclusion within restrictive pictorial
frames.

The paintings, drawings and prints in this exhibition have, in various ways, the effect of disseminating the basic
tenor of the weaning metaphor of struggle for survival into the farming domains of the land, its creatures and
its people. This widening gyre of allusive meaning further escalates from such primary domains, local places and
personae toward unknown horizons opened up and explored by the shared imagination of prospective spectators.
This quickening presentational dynamic from the visible towards the invisible, from figures presented in painted or
printed configurations on canvas and paper toward the imaginary presence of fictional characters and worlds, is
achieved by means of acts of iconic contraction and augmentation unique to Gutter’s creative work.

Even in cases where the whole figure is indeed depicted these massive animal figures seem to be responding to
forces which exceed the ordinary pull of the earth’s gravity. The actions of their hulking shapes, throbbing with
vitalistic power, present us with near mythical scenes of ungainly hulking bodies, heroic actions and titanic efforts. In
their postures of energetic exertion it is often difficult to establish whether the animal is losing its balance or whether
it is struggling to regain firm footing. This is clearly evident in a representative example with the telling title, The Hard
Way I (2015).
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It is in such cumbersome animal postures that the artist ventures to invoke gestural allusions — gesturing
understood as a typically human action of bodily expression. This feature becomes very explicit, for instance, in the
emphatically self-assured, even assertively proud or intrepid posture of the grown calf looking down at us in the
painting with another telling title, The Weaned (2014). Significantly, Gutter accomplished this without in any way
striving to demean or caricature, or humanise or even to domesticate the animals. One senses that in her work they
retain their primeval unruly wildness, their instinctive wariness and unpredictable violence — enduring qualities
resistant to human weaning, taming, cultivation and exploitation.
Reflecting on her tell-tale titles — such as The Hard Way and The Weaned — mention should be made of Gutter’s
cogitating and ruminating in protracted endeavours to find or to formulate apposite titles for individual works. The
pointedly gnomic titles often take the form of proverbial, enigmatic, satirical or humorous gestures with which the
artist in retrospect responds to her own images with their opaque but undeniable cogency. In turn they serve us
as clues to follow when venturing into the works’ imaginary worlds. It is the emblematic and figurative potential of
the verbal titles which prompts and invites our responses to her images. They operate as directional poetic gestures
in concert with the painted or printed images. Together they have the effect of situating prospective spectators
immediately in the imaginary world of the images.
Human gesture is the explicit theme of two large charcoal drawings in the exhibition, both depicting an extended
human arm and articulate hand. The emblematic and allusive title of the pair of drawings, Prodigal Habits Die Hard
(2015), again resonates with proverbial wisdom as well as poetic intensity. Such striking gestural figures recall HansGeorg Gadamer’s description of gesture as the essential way in which paintings ‘speak’:
What a gesture expresses is ‘there’ in the gesture itself. A gesture is something wholly corporeal and wholly
spiritual at one and the same time. The gesture reveals no inner meaning itself. The whole being of the
gesture lies in what it says. At the same time every gesture is also opaque in an enigmatic sense. It is a
mystery that holds back as much as it reveals. For what the gesture reveals is the being of meaning rather
than the knowledge of meaning.
The Weaned, 2014, Oil on flax linen, 143 x 102 cm
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The tenor of the rudimentary gestures in the two drawings ‘speaks’ of self-assured and confident motions of
controlled and experienced handling. Perhaps they portray taking hold of something and throwing it away, maybe
aiming, measuring and testing as opposed to deferring, casting off or rejecting. Basically the pair of drawings show
actions of having and of giving, of gripping and of releasing, as a vital pattern in any bodily human involvement.
The gestures reveal as much as they conceal, especially since in their drawn presentation they have been abstracted
from any single-minded connection to a full-bodied person or immediate participation in a concrete situation. The
gesturing has been distilled and transmuted into vibrant charcoal marks and swirling erasures left by the drafting
gestures of the artist’s hand. They are charged with the poetic essence and rhetorical expressiveness of the gesturing
of an artist in command of her work and at the same time generously releasing it to us who receive it as a gift. We
receive it like a ball being lobbed at us to be caught, an invitation to join her in imaginative play.

On close perusal of the works on exhibition their gestural texture of painterly marks is an immediately apparent
feature of the dense impasto of Gutter’s paintings. In the loving struggle and constant battle she wages with her
materials certain local areas in the texture of marks appear almost like amorphous flurries and chaotic skirmishes.
Yet their flow and energy also manifest an emergent dynamic of escalating movement, rippling muscles, vital and
monumental bodies. Ambiguity and uncertainty permeate this gestural texture. Suspended between revealing and
concealing, visible and invisible, it attracts and absorbs our imaginative attention. The indeterminate and ambiguous
macchia of painterly marks in fact primes the artwork for iconic augmentation in the spectator’s imagination. It is
here that this eventful fictional world’s imaginary figures of bull, cow and calf as well as a number of bizarre and
spectral human visages unfold and come alive in all their brute energy, raw vitality, ungainly power and mythical
enchantment.

It should be remembered that in the above passage Gadamer is not talking primarily about the painterly or graphic
depiction of human gestures. Issuing from his hermeneutic response to the phenomenon of non-figurative or
abstract art, his real topic is the gestural or deictic nature of any painted or drawn image, i.e. that it visibly and
imaginatively shows, presents, enacts what would otherwise remain invisible, unimaginable or unintelligible.
Following this approach we are able to intuit the uniqueness of Gutter’s art, embodied as it were, in her touch and
fingerprints, in her bodily energy, in her propriosensory awareness and muscle memory, in the attack of her brush
strokes and her use of non-synthetic pigments — in sum all the features associated with the painterly mark.

However, such events of full spectator engagement and imaginative participation only come to pass where a
work of art has attained a certain life and cogency of its own — despite its fragmentary, incomplete or inchoate
patchwork — being a work and also being at work, independently of its maker. Thus the works in the exhibition
disclose an additional self-reflective modality of purgatorial weaning — one to which the artworks themselves are
subjected. This happens when it is recognised that our understanding of the often challenging labour of art-making
and responsive art-experiencing — as agonising and enriching as these may be — has to be broadened beyond
the metaphorical analogy with the natural process of giving birth to a new creature, its original author’s spiritual or
intellectual offspring in the customary sense established in eighteenth-century thinking and copyright laws.

Her unique repertoire of painterly marks represents the most elemental constituent of Gutter’s art, roughly
comparable to a composer’s tonal rows or to the ductus of a writer’s script. Numerous terms have been used to
describe the distinct yet diffuse and inchoate marks of colour placed and amalgamated with the touch of the
painter’s brush, including words like patch, smear, smudge, blot, spot, stain, fleck, and many more in the field of
the macchia notion, in turn deriving from the Latin macula (stain) and the Greek makhe (battle, war). Its extended
historical career is linked to the so-called rough or sketchy manner of painting and drawing which evolved into the
Romantic notion of original and incipient ideas in the artist’s mind as the real source of spontaneous sketching. In
current discourses macchia is often lauded as the true mark of painting in its opposition to technical procedure,
language and conceptual discourse, and identified with its innate sub-semiotic or allusive pre-sign constitution.

Artworks have to undergo a transitional cultural weaning, advancing from being composed to being released.
This contingent course unfolds in an uncertain period between two tenuous stages. It arrives on the scene as the
moment approaches when an artist has to confront the decision whether an artwork has been readied sufficiently
to speak for itself (perhaps with the benefit of an accompanying title). This is the moment when it is released to
run the gauntlet of critical eyes and the responses of spectators at its first exhibition. The latter occasion is where
the weaning stage is usually concluded. Visitors to the exhibition will naturally react in very dissimilar ways to the
realisation that they specifically have been cast in this role, that their implicit presence in Purgatorium has been
discovered, hidden in the allusive import of the blown-up sculptural version of a spiked weaning nose ring.

This playful summoning riff emanates from the exhibition’s volatile tone of instability, insecurity and unpredictability.
The latter is a dominant feature in the group of smaller pictures of human heads in the exhibition. Their purgatory’s
spiritual dimensions reach beyond any form of animal weaning – for them the bell tolls in multiple senses. The
volatile tone is evoked by the extreme spontaneity in the rendering of these pictures which may be related to
another strand in the macchia notion, involving incidental marks and improvisational collaboration with, rather than
control of technique.
No picture in this group belongs to the traditional portraiture genre. In various degrees they rather appear to be
decomposing or dissolving icons, for instance the striking upside-down head bearing the title, It Suffices (2014).
The artist conceives of them as Shadow Barriers rather than solid human shapes whose features are rendered
recognisable by Gestalt patterns of cast shadows. Instead, dissipating apparitional shadows appear to be all that
remains and still lingers on of these troubled human visages. In diverse ways, whether painted or printed, the human
visage is here dislocated, distorted and transmuted into diverse manifestations of macchia — at times puzzling,
amorphous, uncanny, blemished, abyssal, ravaged, damaged, impaired or disturbed. Yet an undying spark of steady
and unbroken humanity seems to glow in the darkness below their peeled heads, able to suffer, to abide and to
withstand our troubled land’s hazardous purgatorial conditions of extreme danger and uncertainty.

Dirk van den Berg is an Emeritus Professor at the Department of Art History and Image Studies, University of the Free State.
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After the Rinderpest
Andrew Lamprecht

My grandmother used to have a saying that went something like this: “Oh no, but that was in the days before the
Rinderpest!”. By this she meant something that had happened a very long time ago. As a child I did not understand
the meaning until one day at school we were told about an epidemic in the late nineteenth century that wiped out
a vast number of South Africa’s cattle, known as “the Rinderpest”. It did not make much more of an impact on me but
the phrase has struck and is still lodged in my memory.
How devastating would such an epidemic have to be to form part of – at least my – popular consciousness well over
a century after it happened? Devastating indeed.
The disease was highly contagious and could be spread by drinking water, feed or through the air. The symptoms
and results of rinderpest as a disease are horrific. Soon after infection the animals become constipated, followed
by uncontrollable diarrhea. The animals lose appetite and then display outbreaks on the nose, mouth and genital
tract. The faces of the animals seem to literally melt away. Death occurs within a week to ten days from infection
and outbreaks usually affect around 95% of exposed cattle. Thus farmers would be faced, within two weeks, with a
transition from a large healthy stock to utter devastation, pain and death. Given the close affinity between humans
and cattle across cultures throughout South Africa, this would have been very keenly felt. No wonder it lodged itself
so firmly in the mind of those that experienced it.
In South Africa there had been no sign of the disease until February 1896 when large numbers of cattle and game
around the Zambezi river perished from it. It rapidly spread southwards, mostly through oxen used for transport. As it
entered the territories of the South African Republic (ZAR) and Orange Free State the authorities in the Cape Colony
decided to erect a barbed-wire fence, over a thousand miles long and patrolled by policemen, just south of the
Orange River. This cordon would symbolically be remembered a few years later when the South African War (18991902) broke out and the barriers between Boer and British became more evident, more violent and more inhumane.
The attempt to halt the progress of the disease was in vain and in March 1897 it had entered the Cape. Attempts at
immunization followed, to great success, and the last outbreak was reported in August 1899. Nevertheless farmers,
both black and white, throughout the South African territories experienced devastation on an unprecedented scale
and the tensions and economic strain that followed did nothing to ameliorate political tensions then brewing.

South Africa would not see another outbreak of the disease again and in 2011, after billions of dollars and decades
of work, the United Nations declared rinderpest as only the second disease in history (after smallpox) to have been
eradicated from the earth. Nonetheless a few vials of the disease still reside in deep-refrigeration in a handful of labs
around the world and, like smallpox, the threat of its potential use as a biological weapon still looms.
Needless to say Pauline Gutter’s work is not about the Rinderpest, though she knows the phrase and wryly smiled
when I mentioned it to her. Her parents, cattle farmers in the Free State, and well-acquainted with the vicissitudes
of that industry, certainly know it too; though they also are too young to have experienced the catastrophe at first
hand. The memories of those terrible days in South Africa’s agricultural history are very deeply embedded. They
speak of an apocalyptic moment, when everything seems to melts away: flesh, money, stability … hope. Perhaps
the Rinderpest as a trope speaks not of something that happened in the past, as my grandmother implied, but of a
threat lying in the future: that this thing – or something like it – might happen once again. Implied in it is a fear of
devastation that comes suddenly and in a moment sees one’s world totally transformed and changed for the worse.
Apocalypse features prominently in South African cultural memory and the Rinderpest was undoubtedly apocalyptic
in its presentation. The fear of rapid transformation, the melting away of the familiar, resources evaporating before
one’s eyes and those in one’s care succumbing rapidly to an inexplicable and dread scourge is not without parallel
in South African literature, popular legend, after-braai conversation of many white South Africans in post-Apartheid
times and in the talk on the street, I would offer. Perhaps Gutter addresses this sort of paranoia and fear in the
suggestively titled lithograph Entitlement (2014). One eye, freakishly staring and a mouth, half flaccid but open as if
in silent scream, confronts the viewer.
In contrast the eye that meets ours in Strait (2015) is quite different. Here resignation and even calmness suffuses
the scene. A bull’s head pokes out of an enclosure and greets us. He is awaiting some treatment – or perhaps the
abattoir – and we are placed within intimate contact with him in this process. Produced to be eaten, he stares at us
with a wisdom and grace that is at odds with the meaty way his features have been rendered by the artist.
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Printed at Atelier le Grand Village, France

Strait, 2015, Oil on canvas, 122 x 92 cm

In Family Portrait (2015) the heads of four carcasses rest in a vessel, denuded of their skin. Their eyes are now closed,
and they, unquestionably are mere flesh, any hint of living essence removed. While the fragmented head of Strait
belongs to the realm of the living, the objects portrayed in Family Portrait speak of that-which-is-not-alive. Our
sustenance is at the expense of those we eat and consume. Their flesh will be processed into our daily meal. This
sort of transition is key in Gutter’s works. The liminal stage between life and death; cattle and human; humanness
and the humane seem to be expressed in each laden brushstroke, as if the artist feels a pain and trepidation that can
only be expressed in paint – not words. Gutter is expressing the unspeakable and in so doing eloquently makes her
points through marks on the canvas.
The Shadow Barrier series (2014) seems to delve deeply into this territory. These works, dark, abject, even bordering
on the abstract, seem to show a melding (if not melting) of features and characteristics. Faces that are barely visible
save for the occasional marker of teeth or an eye seem to wallow in pools of gore or fields of blue, orange or black
paint. These works speak to me of flesh-made-paint; the artist displaying her virtuosity as much as scaring herself
with her own talent. What has Gutter seen beyond the “shadow barrier” implied by the title? Is it a barrier beyond
which death lies or is it merely our own unknown future, which like the canvasses in this series have the ability to
elevate and resolve into beauty as much as repulse and fill with fear?
Lithographs such as Rubbing Effigy (2015) and Oblivion And (2015) show profile portraits in which the features of the
subjects seem to be melting away rapidly, hinting of a future past being washed as much as attacked by acid. It is the
ambivalence of these works that draw me to them; while the faces portrayed are patently not forming something
recognizable there is the potential that in their reformation they might be made whole in another form. We are thus
witness – frightening as our witnessing is – of a state of transmutation. Perhaps it is up to us, the viewer, to decide
on the final form that will emerge...

Family Portrait, 2015, Oil on flax linen, 148 x 178 cm

A key work, one that stands apart because of its formal qualities as much as any other, is Purgatorium (2015), a largescale mixed-media sculpture that implies a device of torture with its spikes that jut in all directions from an open
near-circular structure. It is a dramatically scaled-up version of a device developed by African framers to “encourage”
calves to wean themselves from their mother-cow’s milk and physical contact. At Gutter’s scale, it is frightening and
dominating. It reminds us that we too are in a constant state of weaning from that which comforts us and provides
sustenance, that we must make our way in the world in due course and find new sources for nourishment and that
the process will not be without its pain.
I think that Gutter might be proposing that we need to go through an uncomfortable weaning of our own. Her work
is deeply challenging to the viewer both optically and psychologically. We need to leave the comfortable realm of
seeing art as “easy” and rise up to the challenge that it might be part of a process of us growing up and becoming
functioning adults. That our ultimate end is only too mortal goes without saying, but how we traverse that path to
death is what matters. She seems to demand choices from us – a stance even – and I find myself a braver person for
having engaged with her work.
I would offer that lines of demarcation – such as that set up by the British in their hapless attempt to halt the march
of rinderpest by means of a barbed wire fence – are always lines that will fail. Gutter works demonstrate, in a much
more complex way than a line could ever do, that there is an “in-between” in which we have the ability to effect
change and transformation. It Suffices (2015) portrays a human face, upside down and disembodied: its features
seem to be melting, even becoming bovine. We are the calf, the bull the cow – and exultantly, even in death, we are
human – even after the Rinderpest.

Andrew Lamprecht is a Senior Lecturer at the Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape Town.
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Pauline Gutter was born in 1980 and is based in Bloemfontein, South Africa. She obtained her B.A. Degree in Fine
Arts (cum laude for painting) at the University of the Free State and was awarded Honours Colours in Arts and
Culture. She received the Helgaard Steyn Award for painting in 2011 and the Mail & Guardian 200 Young South
Africans Award in 2012. In 2013 she was the overall winner of the prestigious Absa L`Atelier competition.
Gutter’s works are included in several institutional and corporate collections such as the Bibliothèque Nationale de
France (France), Luciano Benetton Collection (Italy), Oliewenhuis Art Museum, University of Stellenbosch, SAFFCA,
North-West University, University of the Free State, William Humphreys Art Gallery, Standard Bank, Sanlam, Absa
Corporate Collection and ATKV Collection.
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